
Energy Projects: 
Which Do I Do First?

Presented by: Gerry Pageau, P.Eng. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I am a retired chemical engineer who is passionate about energy conservation, sustainable energy production and in particular, solar energy.



COURSE OUTLINE
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Week 1: Harnessing Solar Energy on the Coast
Week 2: Improving the efficiency of HVAC systems
Week 3: Upgrading the building envelope
Week 4: Domestic hot water, lighting & appliances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s session will focus on solar energy projects which make energy.  Other sessions will cover projects that improve the efficiency of systems which consume energy.



Harnessing Solar Energy 
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1. Introduction: The SCCSA, sponsor of this class.  What 
are the learning objectives this week?

2. Backgound: Why do we all need to care about energy 
efficiency? Terminology and nomenclature.

3. Renewable Energy Production: Why solar?  What 
factors impact efficiency? How to calculate payback.

4. Retrofit Incentives.
5. Resources and Take-Home Tools.
6. Wrap-Up and Questions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today’s session will focus on solar energy projects.  Other sessions will cover projects that improve energy efficiency in HVAC, building envelope and lighting.



INTRODUCTION
Who are we and what is this 
presentation about?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who are we and what is this even about?



INTRODUCTION
What is the Sunshine Coast Community 
Solar Association?
▰ A registered BC non-profit 
▰ Engineering interns, retired engineers, 

electricians, accountants
▰ ~70 active members!
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What Do We Do?
▰ Promote low-carbon lifestyles
▰ Educate the public
▰ Encourage the implementation of energy-

saving measures
▻Free energy audits for public buildings!

Table of contents of 
one of our reports.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The SCCSA is a registered BC non-profit made up of professional engineers like myself, teachers, writers, accountants, students, electricians and a slew of other individuals who have a passion for promoting solar energy here on the coast. There are currently 70 active members. I encourage you to become a member too! of engineering internsWhat does our association do? the association promotes low-carbon emissions lifestyles by educating the public at workshops and seminars like today.  We also attend events such as the Halfmoon bay festival, or Canada day or the EV festival. We have also hired summer students as energy interns to perform energy audits of public buildings under the supervision of our expert volunteers. And most importantly, we encourage local municipalities to implement energy-saving measures and we do this by providing the districts with free energy audits and solar potential reports. Here is a picture of the table of contents for a typical energy audit report. For each audit, we do a physical building “walk-through”. And in these walk-throughs, we look at 3 main things.the building envelope; how well is the building insulated? This involves looking at window types, wall material, building size, doors, weatherstripping, and that kind of thing.We look for hot water usage; are there sinks?, how many? what about showers?, what type of Hot Water heater,? how old is it?, how big is it?, etc. We look at anything related to energy usage. We need to know the service for the electrical panels, the number of BChydro meters, what kind of lights are being used and how often, is the building heated or air conditioned and how? With heat pumps or Natural Gas? etcA lot of work goes into these audits and we do our best to perform accurate estimations of how much money and GHG emissions the city can save by performing certain renovations, as well as how long it will take to pay them off.Note that these audits are a free service we provide for public buildings; we do not normally offer this service for residences and we do not do physical renovations; these are simply to make it easy for the municipality or regional district to recognize what needs to be done and have an idea of cost and emissions reductions so they can set priorities with confidence.On top of the energy audits, each building is also provided with a solar potential report. We use a special instrument and related software called “Solar Pathfinder” to tell us how much energy a certain number of solar panels will produce annually for a given building in a given location with a certain amount of shading. You are going to be seeing some of the results of this software later in this talk. 



INTRODUCTION

What Will You Learn Today?

▰ Why renewable energies are important

▰ Energy terminology 

▰ Ideal roof type for solar panels

▰ How much energy solar panels produce

▰ Financial incentives to install solar panels
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BACKGROUND 
INFORMATION
Renewables, solar panels, and 
some jargon 7

2
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Why Are Renewable Energies Important?
▰ Air, land and water pollution
▰ Climate change (global warming)
▰ Rising energy costs
▰ Centralized control of 

resources/infrastructure
▰ Limited fuel supplies (coal, oil, gas)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cheap and abundant energy has been a key driver of economic growth and prosperity since the industrial revolution.  Unfortunately the impact of fossil fuel combustion has had serious negative side effects.  As shown on this slide, pollution and in particular, rapidly rising CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is widely recognised as causing climate change.  The chart show the relentless increase in CO2 concentration since 1958. Note the saw tooth annual fluctuations as winter/summer wind patterns change.  As of 2021, the concentration had reached 420 ppm.https://cires.colorado.edu/news/noaa-carbon-dioxide-peaks-near-420-ppm-mauna-loa-observatory While these measurements are direct, we can estimate earlier CO2 concentrations by measuring tiny air bubble trapped in glacier ice or using other methods.  The next slide shows estimated CO2 levels for the past 400,000 years.
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Fossil Fuel Pollutants:
▰ SO2, NOx, 
▰ volatile organic components (VOCs)
▰ CO, CO2
▰ Methane
▰ Particulate Matter (PMs)
▰ Ground Level Ozone
▰ Heavy metals (mercury and lead)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gerry: cheap and abundant energy has been a key driver of economic growth and prosperity since the industrial revolution.  Unfortunately the impact of fossil fuel combustion has had serious negative side effects.  As shown on this slide, pollution and in particular, rapidly rising CO2 concentration in the atmosphere is widely recognised as causing climate change.  The chart show the relentless increase in CO2 concentration since 1958. Note the saw tooth annual fluctuations as winter/summer wind patterns change.  As of 2021, the concentration had reached 420 ppm.https://cires.colorado.edu/news/noaa-carbon-dioxide-peaks-near-420-ppm-mauna-loa-observatory While these measurements are direct, we can estimate earlier CO2 concentrations by measuring tiny air bubble trapped in glacier ice or using other methods.  The next slide shows estimated CO2 levels for the past 400,000 years.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, CO2 concentrations are significantly higher and this is why scientists are warning that the greenhouse impact of CO2 on the earth’s climate is of concern.
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Fossil Fuel Pollutants:
Atmospheric methane is also 
increasing rapidly due to:
- Increasing animal agriculture
- Fossil fuel extraction, transport 

and use
- Melting permafrost & organic 

decay in wetlands
Methane has 25x the heat trapping 
impact of CO2 but does not have the 
extreme longevity of CO2 so CH4

reductions will have immediate 
mitigating effect.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you can see, methane concentrations are also significantly higher.  About 30% is from fossil fuel, the increase in slope is mainly due to increased animal agriculture, especially ruminants.https://www.noaa.gov/news-release/increase-in-atmospheric-methane-set-another-record-during-2021NOAA methane research that utilized stable carbon isotopic analysis performed by the Institute of Arctic and Alpine Research at the University of Colorado indicates that biological sources of methane such as wetlands or ruminant agriculture are a primary driver of post-2006 increases. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Average temperatures are increasing in line with the increase of greenhouse gas concentrations.  Variability is also becoming more extreme.



TERMINOLOGY & NOMENCLATURE
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VOLTAGE OR VOLT (V)
▰ Unit of electric potential

▰ You can imagine voltage 
as the water pressure in a 
dam. The greater the 
elevation of the dam the 
higher the potential

AMPS (A)
▰ Unit of electric current

▰ Measures electron flow 
past a point in one second

▰ Imagine current as the 
water flowing from a dam

WATTS (W)
▰ Measure of power 

(energy per unit time)

▰ Imagine power as the 
amount of water flowing 
combined with the water 
pressure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Voltage or volt is a unit of electrical potential. It is like the water pressure in a dam. Power lines for example use really high voltages so that the current can be lower because power (watts) is equal to voltage times the current. Heat dissipated is related to the current through the wires. Think about current as the flow of water out of the dam Amps is the unit for current Watts, or kW, is a measure of power (or energy per unit of time)
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KILOWATT HOUR 
(kWh)

▰ Amount of energy 
consumed

▰ 1 kWh = 1 kW of power 
expended over 1 hour

TERMINOLOGY & NOMENCLATURE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One important piece of terminology that often confuses people is the difference between kWh and kW. This is an important metric because the energy production we will be talking about later is in kWh and not kW. A kW = 1000W which is simply a measure of power (again, power = energy / time). Whereas a kWh is a measure of energy Power is the rate at which your appliance uses electricityBy definition, one kWh is exactly what it says it is, one kW of power expended over one hour. If you think about the appliances in your home like your lights for example, they all have kW ratings; this is the rate at which the light consumes energy, so for example a 24W bulb is worse than a 12W bulb because it consumes energy twice as fast as the 12W bulb. Now if you want to know the amount of energy you use you need to choose a time-frame because we are talking about rates here. We choose one hour as our time frame, hence kWh. And this is actually the unit that BCHydro uses when calculating your hydro bills.  Sizing solar panels we talk about in terms of kW (rate at which they can produce energy)Energy used or produced during a certain amount time is therefore measured in kWh
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is just a little infographic to help you understand. It’s just in watts instead of kW but is essentially showing the same thing. Watts are like the flow rate of the water, and kWh are like the amount of water that ends up in a specific size tub (“battery”) due to the flow rate of watts. The amount of total energy produced by the solar panels is like the amount of water in the tub
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DIRECT CURRENT 
(DC)

▰ Direction of current 
flow does not change 
with time

▰ The type of current 
that solar panels 
generate

TERMINOLOGY & NOMENCLATURE

WATTS PER SQUARE 
METER (W/m2)

▰ Used to describe the 
amount of solar energy 
that reaches the solar 
panel cells

ALTERNATING CURRENT 
(AC)

▰ The type of current that is 
used for most household 
appliances

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’m not going to go into the details of these terms so just a disclaimer that this is kind of the tip of the iceberg for what there is to know about these terms.There are two types of current, DC or direct current, and AC, alternating current. What’s important to know about these two is that DC is the type of current that solar panels generate but AC is the type that most household appliances use, and so there’s equipment needed to convert between the two. 
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Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Terminology

Source: https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Figure-17-Configuration-of-cell-module-and-array34_fig5_342736081

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cells are silicon wafers which produce about 0.5 volts DC.  Most cells are imported from China or Germany.  Rooftop panels are modules which typically consist of 60 or 72 cells wired together to produce about 40 volts DC  When you connect panels together in series, the voltage is additive and string length is limited to a maximum 600 volts or to the maximum capacity of the string inverter.  While a typical string length might be 8 or 10 panels, with micro inverters, string length might be only one.  The solar array assembles all the strings in parallel.

https://www.researchgate.net/figure/Figure-17-Configuration-of-cell-module-and-array34_fig5_342736081
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COMPONENTS OF A PV ARRAY

▰ String inverters (with optimizers) or 
microinverters (DC to AC)

▰ Distribution Panel
▰ Transformers (to change the voltage)
▰ Smart meter 
For Off-Grid add:
▰ Battery Back-up
▰ Generator Back-up
▰ Charge Controller 
▰ Rectifier (AC to DC)
▰ Disconnect/transfer switches Off-Grid Solar Power System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The most cost-effective solar array for most homeowners is a grid-tied system where BC Hydro acts as your battery.  For cases where the hydro grid is not available, then the owner must add batteries and other equipment to the system to absorb excess energy produced during the day and return that energy at night as needed.  Capital cost can easily double for an off-grid system compared to grid-tied.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
BC Hydro’s net metering option allows homeowners to earn credits on their account for solar energy fed back into the grid during times energy production exceeds what their house is consuming.  These credits are then used to reduce your bill.  BC Hydro will not pay for these credits so size your array to produce slightly less energy than you use annually, otherwise you will have bought equipment with no payback.



ENERGY PRODUCTION
How much energy can different 
technologies produce?
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3

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need to address what kind of renewable energy technology is available to the typical homeowner.



RENEWABLE ENERGY TECHNOLOGY
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Geothermal Wind Run-of-the-River Hydro

▰ Requires a large, hot 
underground water reservoir

▰ Highly dependent on 
geography

Not enough wind on the 
Sunshine Coast to have 
good payback

Dependent on geography, 
requires permits.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Geothermal is very location specific, there are no known high temperature sources on the Sunshine Coast.  Note you will hear the term used in connection with ground source heat pumps but this is a way to improve the efficiency of the heat pump, not a way of producing electricity.Wind is another excellent way to produce electricity however the Sunshine Coast does not experience the sustained high winds which are required to make this option cost effective.Small scale hydro may be an option available to a very few who have property with a suitable stream.  Even then, obtaining the required permits can be a challenge.Photo Sources: Geothermal: https://www.eia.gov/energyexplained/geothermal/geothermal-power-plants.phpWind: https://www.insidevancouver.ca/2010/08/19/inside-the-new-wind-turbine-at-grouse-mountain/Hydro (run of the river): https://savree.com/en/encyclopedia/run-of-the-river-hydroelectric-power-station
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Solar!
Energy Production

▰ Solar PV Panels for 
electricity production

▰ Solar is best option for 
thermal or electric energy 
production in this area

▰ Direct Domestic Hot 
Water heater

▰ Evacuated tubes
▰ Can place on roof or 

ground

Water Heating

▰ Pool heating solar mats
▰ Inexpensive
▰ Simple to install

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Solar energy is abundant here on the Sunshine Coast and can be used for heating water in a thermal solar system or to produce electricity in a photo-voltaic (PV) system.Photo Sources: DHW Heater: https://waterheaterreviewssite.com/residential-solar-hot-water-heater/Pool Heater: https://www.solarreviews.com/blog/a-guide-to-solar-powered-pool-heatersSolar Panels: SCCSA Website



ENERGY PRODUCTION FACTORS
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The amount of energy a PV system can produce depends on:
▰ Amount of roof shading 
▰ Solar panel angle relative to sun rays
▰ Solar panel direction relative to South
▰ Solar panel efficiency
▰ Weather/Season

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several companies on the Sunshine Coast who can measure the solar potential of your site and provide estimated annual kWh production as well as provide quotes for system equipment and installation.Image Source: https://www.build-review.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/solar-panels.jpg



ENERGY PRODUCTION FACTORS
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The ideal solar panel will:
▰ Be South-facing
▰ Have no obstructions (shading)
▰ Have high efficiency
▰ Be perpendicular to the sun’s rays
▰ Have optimizers (if string inverters)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shade has a negative impact on energy production because a single shaded panel can prevent an entire string from producing electricity.  For this reason, micro inverters or strings with optimizers are recommended for any installation which is affected by shade.
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Best case: Full Exposure– South Facing (180°) 
Roof With 30° Pitch

Roof 
Size
(ft2)

Solar Modules
385Wp 

Canadian Solar

Energy 
Produced

(kWh/Year)
1,000 36 Panels 16,067

The avg. single-family detached 
home in BC used 15,348 kWh of 
electricity in 2019 (with electric 
heating) -BCHydro

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now finally we are going to show you how much energy a solar array can produce depending on the orientation of your roofFor simplicity, I have prepared 5 scenarios. The first four are for a 1,000 sq ft roof that has a 30-degree angle from the horizontal. Each scenario has the roof facing at different extremes; the best being a South-facing roof, then we have, West, East, and North facing roofs.For a roof this size we can fit 36 solar panels.  We’ll assume they are Canadian Solar Inc panels with a nominal rating of 385Wp. A typical household uses ~10,000kWh of electricity a year. According to BCHydro the average household that heats with electricity used 15,348 kWh of electricity in 2019.  You can easily check exactly what you use by referring to your BCHydro bill. Part A: How to Calculate How Many Panels You Need:Determine which case your roof falls into approximately by using a compassDetermine your annual energy usage in kWh from BCHydroBillRefer to the scenario your house falls into and take the energy produced (16,067 kWh/yr in this case) and divide by the number of panels (36, here)Part B: How to Estimate Cost of Array (includes installation):All materials (Panels, inverters, racks, hardware, wiring etc)+Installation costs ~CAD$2.40/Wp

https://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/residential/energy-explained.html
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Scenario 2: Full Exposure – West Facing (270°)
Roof With 30° Pitch

Roof 
Size
(ft2)

Solar Modules
385Wp 

Canadian Solar

Energy 
Produced

(kWh/Year)
1,000 36 Panels 13,331

The avg. single-family detached 
home in BC used 15,348 kWh of 
electricity in 2019 (with electric 
heating) -BCHydro

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Energy production for panels facing West is only 83% that of South facing panels.

https://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/residential/energy-explained.html
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Scenario 3: Full Exposure– East Facing (90°)
Roof With 30° Pitch

Roof 
Size
(ft2)

Solar Modules
385Wp 

Canadian Solar

Energy 
Produced

(kWh/Year)
1,000 36 Panels 12,529

The avg. single-family detached 
home in BC used 15,348 kWh of 
electricity in 2019 (with electric 
heating) -BCHydro

Presenter
Presentation Notes
East facing panels only produce 78% of the energy produce by South facing panels.  The reason for the difference between East and West is Sunshine Coast Weather.  Morning clouds or fog tend to burn off later in the day favouring the West facing panels.

https://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/residential/energy-explained.html
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Scenario 4: Full Exposure– North Facing (0°)
Roof With 30° Pitch

Roof 
Size
(ft2)

Solar Modules
385Wp 

Canadian Solar

Energy 
Produced

(kWh/Year)
1,000 36 Panels 8,930

The avg. single-family detached 
home in BC used 15,348 kWh of 
electricity in 2019 (with electric 
heating) -BCHydro

Presenter
Presentation Notes
North facing panels make only 56% of the electricity produced by the same array pointing South.  The bulk of this is made in summer months when early morning and late afternoon sunshine is actually behind the South facing panels and noon day sun is high enough in the sky to shine on the North facing panels.

https://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/residential/energy-explained.html
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Scenario 5: Full Exposure– Flat Roof
Flat Roof – Panels will have 10° angle and 2’ inter-row 
spacing

The avg. single-family detached 
home in BC used 15,348 kWh of 
electricity in 2019 (with electric 
heating) -BCHydro

Roof 
Size
(ft2)

Solar Modules
385Wp 

Canadian Solar

Energy 
Produced

(kWh/Year)
1,000 Only room for 

27 panels, not 
36

11,159

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This fifth scenario assumes you have a flat roof. You would install your panels facing South, each panel would be slanted at 10 degrees and have just under two feet of inter-row spacing. The spacing is necessary to avoid front panels shading those behind. The low 10 degree tilt is standard to minimize wind forces since the panels are not attached to the roof but only held down by weights.   While this array produces 69% of the output of the South facing roof, the main reason is because there are less panels.  On a per-panel basis, the output of a panel on a flat roof is 93% of the South facing roof with that 7% efficiency drop being due to the 10 degree tilt compared to the more efficient 30 degree tilt.  In terms of system payback, the flat roof will have similar payback to the South facing roof as shown in the next slide.

https://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/residential/energy-explained.html
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Overall Comparison 
Roof 

Orientation
# of Panels

(385Wp 
Canadian 

Solar)

Energy 
Produced

(kWh/Year)

Simple Payback 
(Years)

Probable 
payback due to 
inflation & taxes 

(Years)
South 36 16,067 13.3 8.6
West 36 13,331 16.1 10.0

East 36 12,529 17.1 10.4

North 36 8,930 24.0 13.4
Flat 27 11,159 14.4 9.2

Summary of results for a 1,000ft2 roof with a 30° pitch for 
first four scenarios and 10° panel angle and 2 ft row 
spacing for flat roof scenario.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a summary to compare all of the orientations. You can check which one your house falls into simply by standing in front of your house where your roof slants down to and using your phone or a compass to see the direction it faces. You can scale these results if you have a better estimation of the size of your roof to make the energy production more accurate.  Note these are for perfect unshaded roof.Simple payback is installed cost assuming $2.40/Wp divided by energy saving valued at $0.1478/kWh plus 5% GST.Probable payback is better since we may experience 4%/yr inflation. It also assumes 20% income tax rate as you will be saving after-tax dollars.
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Annual energy production by month
Summary of results for a 1,000ft2 roof with a 30° tilt for first four 
scenarios and 10° tilt with 2 ft row spacing for flat roof scenario.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A North facing roof does surprisingly well in May, June & July however panel performance is very poor the rest of the year so OK for summer cottage, otherwise not worth it.A flat roof is almost as good as a South facing roof especially if you have enough room to install the same number of panels.



ESTIMATING # OF PANELS
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1. Add up BC Hydro consumption history 
for past 12 months. (kWh/y).

2. Divide kWh/y by 1,200 kWh/y /kWp to 
get installed array size (kWp) to 
achieve net zero assuming perfect 
exposure.

3. Divide array kWp by panel nameplate 
rating kWp to get number of panels.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Number of panels required for net zero =         __________last year’s hydro consumption kWh/y_____________                                                                             1,200 kWh/y /kWp         x      0.385 kWp panel nameplate



ESTIMATING # OF PANELS
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1. Determine if the “net zero” number of 
panels will fit in location available for 
installation.  A typical panel is 1 m x 
1.6 m and they can be installed in 
portrait or landscape orientation.

2. # of panels will be the lesser of “net 
zero” or # that fit.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Depending on size and shape of your roof you may not be able to fit enough panels to meet the net zero goal.



ESTIMATING SIMPLE PAYBACK
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1. Typical residential arrays currently have installed cost 
between $2.10/W and 3:20/W.

2. Assuming:
• 13,500 kWh/y consumption
• 1,200 kWh/y /kWp
• 385 watt panel rating (0.385 kWp)
3. Then we need 29 panels.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shade has a negative impact on energy production because a single shaded panel can prevent an entire string from producing electricity.  For this reason, micro inverters or strings with optimizers are recommended for any installation which is affected by shade.



ESTIMATING SIMPLE PAYBACK
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1. Assuming cost of $2.40/W, then 29 x 385 W x 
$2.40/W = $26,746 installed cost.

2. Assuming current hydro cost of $0.145/kWh 
the savings will be 13,500 kWh/y x $0.145 = 
$1,957/y.

3. Simple payback = $26,746/$1,957 = 13.7 y
4. Note real payback much better since saving 

after tax dollars and now inflation-proof. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We pay for hydro bills with after tax dollars so reducing the bill saves after tax dollars.If you have $27,000 in a GIC paying 4% interest, then income from that investment would be $1,080/y If you have less than $50,000 taxable income, your marginal federal+BC tax rate is 32% so aftertax GIC income is $734/y.If your taxable income is more than $56,000, your marginal tax is 43% so after tax GIC income is $616/y.After tax solar savings are $1,957/y and increase automatically with inflating cost of energy year by year.



RETROFIT INCENTIVES
Ways to reduce costs for 
retrofitting your home 36

4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gerry:



HOME RETROFIT INCENTIVES
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▰ BCHydro Net Metering Program
▰ Canada Greener Homes Initiative
▰ Canada Greener Homes Initiative Eligibility and 

Application
▰ CleanBC Rebates Program
▰ BCHydro Home Renovation Rebates

To access any of 
the links, hold 
“CTRL” and then 
click the link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://app.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/electrical-connections/net-metering.html?utm_source=direct&utm_medium=redirect&utm_content=netmetering#:~:text=Net%20metering%20program&text=It%20allows%20you%20to%20power,use%20a%20solar%20photovoltaic%20systemhttps://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/homes/canada-greener-homes-grant/23441https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/homes/canada-greener-homes-grant/check-your-eligibility-for-the-canada-greener-homes-grant/24050https://betterhomesbc.ca/rebates/cleanbc-better-homes-and-home-renovation-rebate-programs/https://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/residential/rebates-programs/home-renovation.html

https://app.bchydro.com/accounts-billing/electrical-connections/net-metering.html?utm_source=direct&utm_medium=redirect&utm_content=netmetering#:%7E:text=Net%20metering%20program&text=It%20allows%20you%20to%20power,use%20a%20solar%20photovoltaic%20system
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/homes/canada-greener-homes-grant/23441
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy-efficiency/homes/canada-greener-homes-grant/check-your-eligibility-for-the-canada-greener-homes-grant/24050
https://betterhomesbc.ca/rebates/cleanbc-better-homes-and-home-renovation-rebate-programs/
https://www.bchydro.com/powersmart/residential/rebates-programs/home-renovation.html


TOOLS & RESOURCES
Ways to reduce costs for 
retrofitting your home 38

5

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gerry:



TAKE-HOME TOOLS & RESOURCES

▰ Our Website
▰ Our Email: suncoastcsa@gmail.com
▰ Solar Thermal Water Heating Systems Info
▰ DIY home audit Checklist

39

To access any of 
the links, hold 
“CTRL” and then 
click the link

Presenter
Presentation Notes
https://suncoastcommsolar.weebly.com/https://www.technosolis.ca/https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ai8qPjg2vH2U6CBYe4NQhyrws0Xn?e=ltaBuG

https://suncoastcommsolar.weebly.com/
mailto:suncoastcsa@gmail.com
https://www.technosolis.ca/
https://1drv.ms/b/s!Ai8qPjg2vH2U6CBYe4NQhyrws0Xn?e=ltaBuG


SCCSA MEMBERSHIP BENEFITS

Support solar in your community!
▰ Bi-monthly Newsletters
▰ Only $20/year for membership
▰ More members = more grants for the association = more solar panel 

and emissions reduction projects in your community

40

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Membership carries through the 2023 calendar year.



SCCSA MEMBERSHIP SIGN UP

Support solar in your community!
▰ Sign up online at 

https://suncoastcommsolar.weebly.com/membership.ht
ml

41

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gerry:

https://suncoastcommsolar.weebly.com/membership.html
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THANK YOU!
Do you have any questions?



“JOIN US OUTSIDE 
TO SEE SOME 
SOLAR PANELS IN 
ACTION!

43
Halfmoon Bay Festival Set-Up
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